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Davell Crawford, David Torkanowsky and
Dr John through to the million-selling
Norah Jones. The album is the brainchild
of Rounder Records’ Scott Billington and
most of the songs ‘work’, although Paul
and I have different favourites.

Irma Thomas, ‘the reigning soul queen of
New Orleans’ paid a flying visit to London
in June, accompanied by her husband,
Emile. The main purpose of the visit was
to attend the Mojo Music Magazine
Awards Ceremony on 16th June where
Irma collected her ‘Legend’ award.

We also asked Irma about New Orleans
now and her own plans for the future.
Well, as has been reported elsewhere,
her Club – ‘The Lion’s Den’, wrecked by
Katrina has gone for good and she has
no intention of opening another.
However, she was positive about the
City’s future, whilst acknowledging that
some ‘refugees’ would never return.
I did get a telling-off when I commented
on the lack of black faces on the
Thursday and Friday of the second
weekend of this year’s JazzFest: ‘Well,
they’ll have been working!’ She doesn’t
suffer fools (like me) gladly, but apart
from that, Irma received us with grace
and charm, and looked as radiant and
stunning as ever – truly a glam’ granny

© Paul Harris

However, Irma also took the opportunity
to promote her forthcoming album
‘Simply Grand’ scheduled for August
release. Paul Harris and I were granted
an audience with Irma the following day
when we took the opportunity to ask her
about the album – the much-anticipated
follow-up to the Grammy winning ‘After
The Rain’. This new effort is a
collaboration with a slew of ‘guest’
pianists ranging from local favourites like

A full report and review of ‘Simply Grand’
will appear in the next issue of Juke
Blues. Blues Boy – with thanks to Paul
Harris, also to Cilla Huggins (Juke Blues)
and Sara Silver (Ark PR) for their help
associated with the interview.
Dickie Tapp
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Marffa's Muffins
Sonic Boom Six & Big D and the Kids
Table – Underworld 23rd May 2008.
Who the hell are Big D and the Kids? I
had not heard of them prior to the
beginning of the week, and I only knew
that they were supposed to be a 10-piece
Ska band from the states.

Sonic Boom Six came on stage and
ripped in to Meanwhile back in the real
world. Lalia K’s voice sounding good and
strong against the Skanking beats laid
down by the rest of the band including
Barney Boom on bass. They then went
on to perform pretty much the whole of
their latest album and included some of
their earlier stuff too.

So, I was surprised to see the
Underworld stuffed full of people jumping
up and down and crowd surfing when I
arrived. The 10-piece band had shrunk to
6, but that didn’t seem to bother the
audience that was, well, going mental!

Their style is very reminiscent of the old
King Prawn, but with added samples,
giving a dance vibe to the music mix. In
fact Tell me something I don’t know
includes a sample from The Marvels
Rock Steady.

They did several covers – Specials,
Sham 69, Jonathan Richman, Anthea
and Donna – which were very good, but
to be honest they were the only tracks
that stood out to me. Their own material
was too muddied, perhaps by the music
mix, with the brass/woodwind sounding
like they were playing in one room and
the electric part of the band playing in
another. The rest of the audience didn’t
seem to be bothered by this though and
just carried on bouncing around like cats
on a hot tin roof.

About midway through the set, a rather
slender girl was passed over my shoulder
wearing her jeans round her knees
exposing a cute butt encased in some
lacy knickers! This was during the
wonderfully bouncy Sound of a
revolution.
They played a really good set and
sounded really good too. On record Laila
K’s vocals can be a little bit on the sickly
side, bordering on irritating. However,
tonight her voice sounded really good
and worked well with the lads on stage.

In fact, things went absolutely bloody
bonkers towards the end of the set when
the already cramped stage was invaded
by about 12 members of the audience to
dance, sing and crowd surf. This included
one guy who grabbed a guitarist’s
unused mic stand and leant in to the
audience to allow them to get better
vocal range through the PA system.

An hour and ten minutes passed by in a
sweaty haze and I left buoyant and full of
endorphins!

MM
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Hank

Brown, has seen his popularity plummet to
depths thought to be impossible by most
folks. Much of the world has been in
recession, and our very own British pound
weighs in at around 80 pence! Travelling to
Europe folks? It’s one pound for one euro;
fancy a cup of coffee when you get off the
train or plane? That will set you back at least
£4. Great!!!!

[the glove
puppet
cowboy]

Says
“Hold
The
Third
Page”

Still, it ain’t all doom and gloom - Tales From
The Woods magazine is back for one thing.
Since we have been away, we have our very
own 'Tales From The Woods’ Committee
now, meeting up once a month at our official
meeting room 'Pub'. Naturally! Private
upstairs room, just round a corner or two
from Marylebone High Street, where half a
dozen Woodies elect thrash out ideas for
social events, parties, and gigs.

Hiya Gang!
“Blimey!” I hear you cry throughout the land,
over there on the European mainland as well,
just about hear you guys in the States, sorry
can’t hear our one singular subscriber out
there in New Zealand (too darn far I guess).

Indeed we even have our very own Social
Secretary who plans all the social events and
gang meet ups thus leaving the gigs,
arranging for the magazine and newsletter to
hit the road to me. It’s working a treat, and
new folks are joining us on a pretty regular
basis. I won’t ramble on about all the
forthcoming social events as you will read all
about the exciting projects elsewhere in the
mag. Likewise for the fantastic gigs coming
up in early 2010, full page plug somewhere
inside gang.

"I never thought another copy would see the
light of day", you all say in unison after a
heavy intake of breath, rubbing your eyes,
still not sure, you are now pinching yourself,
still half believing it’s all a dream… a
beautiful, wonderful dream, but a dream
nonetheless.
Wrong !!! It’s not a dream… we are back,
And back for good this time, We are going to
aim for no less than three copies, no more
than four, per twelve month period.

I will however mention that our wonderfully
talented 'Webmeister' Alan has had to find a
new home address for our website. As
always you will find all our contact details on
the back page. Just in case you forget, our
new website address is www.tftw.org.uk

Certainly a great deal has happened in the…
ummmmm, don’t know, have to ask Harry.
How long has it been since we were last
dropping on these good people’s doormats
Harry?
[The last issue was put to bed in March 2008
Keith, and this one was originally scheduled
for September of that year so only about 21
months! All material during that period has
been retained and is published here as we
appreciate the hard work put into the articles
by our contributors – H]

Oh yeah, another thing I almost forgot…
since we have been away we have started up
our very own 'Tales From The Woods’ shop.
Open All Hours we are, find out more on the
back page, Or check it out via the website. It
is hopelessly out of date with the
merchandise details, tons of stuff have come
in since I last updated. Might need to hold a
TFTW Open Day at the TFTW Office every
now and then for folks to browse through
what we’ve got.

Certainly a great deal has happened in the
world since our last appearance. The first
black President of the United States has
been elected and spent almost a year in
office, whilst our very own all singing all
dancing Calvinist Prime Minister, Gorden

Anyway that’s enough waffle from me for this
Issue.
Sadly since we have been away we have lost
far too many of our heroes, There just not
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enough time and space to Include them all,
and an unenviable task it is to decide who to
include and who to leave out as other
contributors will have to do likewise
elsewhere in the mag. After agonising over
my decision I have chosen the following all
time greats to raise a glass and say farewell
to.







certainly recall Bo being nimble on his feet,
as he strutted the stage lifting his left leg,
then in quick succession his right, his shoe
almost touching his guitar, and I certainly
recall a move that allowed Bo to make
robotic moves, or another that would in later
years resemble a moondance. Now it seems
associated totally with one late Michael J.



Tales From The Woods Raises a glass and
says farewell to the great Bo Diddley who
passed away after a period of severe illness
on 2nd June 2008 aged 79
I somehow managed to miss Bo Diddley
when he came over for the first time in the
early sixties, Caught Muddy, Wolf, Hooker,
Reed, Memphis Slim, Screaming Jay and
Chucker of course (to name but seven). Had
to wait a little longer for Bo… Saville Theatre,
London circa 1967, the same venue that
brought us Little Richard and where Fats
Domino finally made his British debut, in
company of an old mate from Tottenham,
Dave Steptoe (I wonder what happened to
him?) With most of the shows from this
period I can normally remember who the
other acts were on the bill, good, bad or
totally Indifferent. Not this time folks,
complete blank!!! Anyone out there can help
me out on this one?

A big cheer went up, including from me,
when he broke into the intro of ‘Roadrunner’.
Likewise especially from me for ‘Who Do You
Love’. “Rock it Bo!” I yelled, like I would for
years to come, boy to man and old fart,
catching Bo on most of his pretty regular UK
visits. London Rock’n’Roll Show in 1972 next
up where Bo, like a few more of our heroes,
delivered under-par sets that day. Pretty
windy that day as I recall, a bit wet at times
as well, it’s a bloody football stadium not a
Rock’n’Roll venue! The sound for the most
part was, shall we say, erratic. With Carl
Perkins at the wonderful, though now
vanished, Lewisham Odeon in 1977, same
period at the Lyceum alongside Ray Campi,
Colin Winski, packed to the rafters at the
peak of rockabilly fever.
So through the decades we travel, until finally
making our way in to the 21st century and
the noughties. I wrote a review for this very
magazine you hold in your hands, Bo at the
Astoria, Charing Cross Road now, like the
Metro around the corner, demolished in the
name of Crossrail. If you still have a copy
lying around have a quick read, Bo Diddley
was wonderful that evening, I was in awe.

However it was Bo I was there to see. Bo
delivered big time for me that evening – a
hard rockin’/blues Bo Diddley sound in
company of both the Duchess and Jerome. I
easily recall Bo with his inimitable square
guitar laying down a hypnotic heavy beat; I

A couple of years passed one more time for
the Diddley Daddy - at the Jazz Café,
Camden Town, seated throughout the set.
He seemed to be slipping into the vacant
shoes of the recently departed blues legend
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John Lee Hooker, elder statesman of the
blues, and why not? He had earned the right
to take things a little easier in his twilight
years.

amplified custom-made rectangular guitar
and pumping rhythm became his trademark,
as did self-referential songs such as ‘Hey Bo
Diddley’, ‘Bo Diddley is a Gunslinger’,
‘Diddley Daddy’, and ‘Bo’s A Lumberjack’.
His jive talking ‘Say Man’ was a US Top
Twenty Hit in 1959, ‘Pretty Thing’ and ‘Hey
Good Lookin’ both reached the lower regions
of the British charts in 1963 by which time Bo
was rapidly becoming an R&B Legend.

Bo Diddley was born Elias Bates on the 30th
December 1928, later to be changed to Elias
McDaniel at McComb, Mississippi. At eight
months his mother, hindered both financially
and by her tender youth, gave the child to
her first cousin Mrs Gussie McDaniel,
brought up alongside his two adopted
brothers and three adopted sisters. Brother
Willis saw service during the Second World
War, returning home to Mississippi a mental
and physical wreck, a condition he would
remain in for the rest of his sad, lonely life.

His back catalogue was raided by an endless
stream of British blues, rhythm & blues and
beat groups; Rolling Stones, Animals,
Yardbirds, Downliners Sect, Manfred Mann
to name but five. Still surviving Pretty Things
took their name from Bo’s UK hit. Come the
late sixties, Diddley’s ‘Who Do You Love’
became a staple of US rock acts such as
Quicksilver Messenger Service, Bob Segar,
Doors. Here in the UK Juicy Lucy took the
song into the Top 20, allowing his name to
filter through to young heads.

His line of heritage back to his greatgrandmother was Native American of the
Blackfoot Tribe, also claiming to have Creole
in his blood as well. When Gussie McDaniel
died suddenly in 1934, with the depression
really biting into the already naturally
impoverished lives of southern communities,
leaving the family with no option but to uproot
and join the stream of migrants heading
north. Chicago would become their home, at
first staying with relatives until a place of their
own could be found.
Gussie was a deeply religious woman, a daily
church-goer and Sunday school teacher, who
instilled discipline into the boy that he was
able to use to his advantage during his
young years, when he was able to make a
reasonable living as a boxer. It was from this
sport that he acquired the moniker that would
take him out of boxing and into music as one
of Rock'n'Roll’s founding fathers and
eventually the status of a legend… I refer of
course to the name Bo Diddley.

Throughout the seventies Diddley continued
to record albums; Another Dimension 1971,
Big Bad Bo 1974, Where It All Began 1972,
Got My Own Bag Of Tricks 1974, 20th
Anniversary Of Rock’n’Roll 1976, I’m A Man
1977, as well as recording on UK soil in 1973
for the Bo Diddley London Sessions, all of
which were released on the legendary Chess
Label. The decade would see Bo performing
often as part of Rock’n’Roll revival shows. At
the decade end Bo toured with the Clash,
once again allowing his face to keep fresh
with a new generation of fans. 1984 would
see him take a cameo role in the movie
‘Trading Places’. Amazingly, as late as 1990
Bo’s ‘Mona’ became a Top Twenty hit for one
Craig McLachlan. Later the same decade,

Soon Bo would be working the blues clubs of
Chicago mostly on the South Side, a
repertoire heavily influenced by Louis Jordan,
John Lee Hooker and the then star of
Chicago’s flourishing blues scene, Muddy
Waters. During the final weeks of 1954,
teaming up Billy Boy Arnold, they recorded
demos of ‘I’m a Man’ and ‘Bo Diddley’ at
Chess Studios with a backing ensemble
comprising Otis Span [piano], Lester
Davenport [harmonica], Frank Kirkland
[drums] and Jerome Green [maracas]. The A
side was chosen to be ‘Bo Diddley’, a good
choice as it became an R&B Hit in early
1955. Before long Diddley’s distorted,
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voice impressed me the most; there ain’t too
many voices that so comfortably fit the
requirements of southern rockin' as that of
the man from Pocahontas, Arkansas.
However, it was the man’s reputation as a
multi-instrumentalist
that
fired
my
imagination, travelling over on the Piccadilly
Line tube, visualising Riley playing those
slashing guitar licks for 'Red Hot' and ‘Flyin’
Saucers'.

after a few years of recording Inactivity, Bo
signed for Mike Vernon’s Code Blue label.
Bo, despite being a highly Influential and
seminal figure both to Rock’n’Roll and the
blues, like far too many of our heroes has
never been given the recognition he rightly
deserves; some would suggest the most
under-rated of all Rock'n'Roll’s first
generation. We leave the final word to the
late Joe Strummer of the Clash who was
quoted as saying, "I can’t look at him without
my mouth falling open."







I have to admit I came away disappointed,
not because Riley couldn’t cut the mustard he was a mere 43/44 years old, how could he
fail to - but because I never saw, or indeed
never would see, an example of his multiinstrumentalist reputation.



Tales From The Woods raises a glass and
says farewell to one of Rockabilly’s main
men, Billy Lee Riley who passed away on
the 2nd August 2009.

Down the long road of time I would catch
Billy Lee Riley in action many times, Hemsby
Rock’n’Roll weekender, Norfolk, Bottomline,
Shepherds Bush [remember that short lived
venue folks?], Camber Sands… the last time
would be his appearance alongside Sonny
Burgess and Ike Turner at the 'Out Of
Memphis’ show at the Barbican in 2005. The
abiding memory for me is none of the above
mentioned but at the Kings Hotel, Newport,
South Wales at some point during the
nineties, as one of the 'Cherished Memories'
Dave Webb, Jerry Lee Lewis conventions,
where Riley blew us all away with a rockin’
set 'par excellence' though he still did not
strap on a bloody electric guitar!
Billy Lee Riley was born the fifth of eight
children on the 5th October 1933 in
Pocahontas, Arkansas of Irish and Cherokee
ancestry. The family moved around a great
deal through the depressed days of the
thirties, his father looking for work to feed his
family. By the time he was three they had
made their first move, to Osceola, Arkansas
and it was during their stay that Billy’s father
brought a harmonica in to the family home,
which he hoped would provide a little family
amusement. It certainly did for little Billy who
soon picked the instrument up and learnt the
basic rudiments.

Once again we have to return to those few
short years back in the mid-seventies, when
original Rock’n’Roll found a new generation
to spread the word through its Rockabilly
scene, ‘76 or ‘77 as far as I can recall.
Location; well yet another long gone but
certainly not forgotten shrine, the Southgate
Royalty. Riley, like so many of the first
generation Rock’n’Roll/Rockabilly artists who
had, a short time before, been barely known
outside an exclusive circle of fans and record
collectors, was heading over to the UK and
Europe and packing out healthy sized
venues like the aforementioned Southgate
Royalty.

The family briefly moved back to Pocahontas
in 1943, not for long however as, within a
year, they had uprooted again and headed
for Lake City, Arkansas, by which time he
had virtually quit school and was working
alongside his family in the cotton fields.
Around the same period would find Billy
acquiring his first guitar a Sears Roebuck

I, along with a 30 plus years younger Ken
Major, was there; Billy Lee certainly looked
the part, and sounded the part as well. His
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of bad luck, and Sun Records’ limited
resources being directed at Jerry Lee Lewis
meant that Billy would leave Sun in 1958,
recording with Brunswick in Nashville, before
travelling on to Philadelphia to audition for
Dick Clark’s Bandstand TV show. Then, with
the intention of recording for Swan Records,
instead they decided to return to Memphis
and Sun records, and in August Billy blew
harmonica on Sonny Burgess’ slice of classic
Sun Rock’n’Roll 'Thunderbird'.

Silvertone, being taught a few chords by a
local farmer come professional gambler
Tommy Hamblin. Visiting country music
shows in local theatres and tents proved his
interest in music, confirmed in no uncertain
terms whilst working alongside black folks in
the cotton fields where he would find his love
for the blues.
At 15 Billy enlisted in the army, serving out
two or three terms, by now playing with
country bands where much of his repertoire
was made up of Hank Williams songs. It was
in Memphis that he met Jack Clement and
joined Jack in truck driving, easy-going Slim
Wallace’s band who had done well locally
with material released on the Fernwood
label.

1959 would see the release of ‘Down By The
Riverside/No Name Girl’ along with extensive
touring throughout the south with local
artists.
1960 would find Billy leaving Sun Records for
the second time, and forming Rita Records,
the label would find considerable success
with Harold Dorman’s 'Mountain Of Love'
only to have it all collapse around him
caused by bad business decisions. This
forced him to split to California where he
would spend the remainder of the decade
working as a session musician and producer,
before disillusion set in, causing him to earn
his living outside of music in the construction
industry, until calls from the UK, Europe and
his native country brought him back. He
spent the remaining decades recording
spasmodically, a couple of albums dedicated
to his great love, the blues, amongst a
number
of
others
and
playing
Rock’n’Roll/rockabilly
festivals/weekenders/gigs to thousands of
people dedicated to the preservation of
authentic Rock’n’Roll/rockabilly.

Slim and Jack put together a tiny one track
studio in Slim’s garage, inviting Billy down to
try out a song he had just written 'Trouble
Bound' which they recorded along with a
country song 'Think Before You Go’ intended
for release on Fernwood. Upon taking their
titles to Sun Records for mastering, Sam
Phillips was interested although he wanted
another Rock’n’Roll side, duly provided with
‘Rock With Me Baby' and both Billy Lee and
Jack Clement found themselves signed to
Sun. May 1956 saw the release of ‘Trouble
Bound/Rock With Me Baby’, soon hitting the
road with a band that included Roland
James, Jimmy Van Eaton' and Marvin
Peppar.









Tales From The Woods raise a glass to the
great drummer Earl Palmer who passed
away on 19th September, just a few weeks
short of his 84th birthday.

The following year 1957 would see the
release of two of Riley’s seminal recordings
‘Flyin’ Saucer Rock'n'Roll’ coupled with 'I
Want You You Baby' in January and ‘Red
Hot’ and ‘Pearly Lee’ in October. Touring
much of the USA and Canada with his band
now named Little Green Men, delivering it
has been said the wildest Rock’n’Roll show
of any on the road at that time, it should have
been green lights in to hit record territory and
national then maybe international stardom;
alas sadly that was not to be. A combination

The name of Earl Palmer was a name that I
so enjoyed bouncing around during the days
of my youth back in the sixties, discussing
with our peers of the non-roots music
persuasion who our favourite guitarist,
singer, drummer were? No doubt the fresh
innocent faces of the boys and girls with
whom
the
conversation
was
being
conducted, would announce the name of yet
another middle class white boy who would be
playing with flavour of the time rock band.
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Earl Palmer I would reply then wait for the
inevitable vacant expression, followed by half
smile and quizzical frown. Who? they would
ask, what has he done? Who does he play
with?

Earl Palmer on active service and eventually
sent to Europe where he found no difference
in the theatre of war than in southern civvy
street; barely disguised Jim Crow ruled, or as
Earl states in his biography, "Most Negro
recruits were assigned to non-combatant
service troops, work gangs in uniform, they
didn’t want any Negroes carrying guns, they
carried shovels, garbage cans." Earl’s job
was relatively technical, loading and handling
ammunition but his job was clear, simply to
serve white infantrymen.
At war end, Earl returned to his home city of
New Orleans, enrolling at Gruenwald School
of Music where he studied both piano and
percussion. As the forties progressed he
joined Dave Bartholomew's band as a
drummer, playing behind Fats Domino’s
debut 1949 R&B hit 'Fat Man' and the rest is
history as they say. Earl played on virtually all
of Fats' hit records in the decade that
followed, as well as playing on such seminal
sides as Professor Longhair’s 'Tipitina',
Smiley Lewis’ 'I Hear You Knockin', Lloyd
Price’s 'Lawdy Miss Clawdy’ and laying down
that wonderful powerful backbeat on so
many classic Little Richard recordings.

Even if Earl had done nothing else of note
during his entire career, playing that solid
backbeat behind Eddie Cochran on
‘Somethin’ Else' would be sufficient to place
him in the annals of Rock’n’Roll history,
would certainly create a mention in Tales
From The Woods upon his passing. if that
alone ain’t enough, Earl was behind the drum
kit on what many consider to be one of the
greatest Rock’n’Roll records ever made,
Larry Williams’ 'Slow Down'. As 90 per cent
of our readership will know it is just the tip of
the iceberg, a magnificent few moments in a
career that spanned a life-time.

Earl left New Orleans in 1957, heading west
to Los Angeles, working initially for Aladdin
Records before becoming the session man
of choice for the next thirty plus years, which
would see him working on sessions for what
reads like a who's who of Rock'n'Roll, blues,
soul and jazz. Along with the aforementioned
Eddie Cochran and Larry Williams we can
also add Bobby Day, Ricky Nelson, Ritchie
Valens, Don & Dewey, Bobby Darin, B. B
King, Ray Charles, Gene McDaniels,
sessions for legendary producer Phil Spector
which includes Ike & Tina Turner’s 'River
Deep, Mountain High' as well as finding time
to sit in with the likes of Frank Sinatra and
Sarah Vaughan. At the same time he never
allowed his great love of jazz to be sidestepped working alongside Dizzy Gillespie,
Earl Bostic and Count Basie to name but
three.

Earl Palmer was born on the 24th October
1924 and, by the age of just five, young Earl
was on the boards as a tap dancer working
the black vaudeville circuit with his mother
and aunt who would a short while later be a
part of the highly successful Ida Cox and her
Darktown Scandals review which toured the
length and breadth of the United States.
Although Earl was never sure who his
biological father was, it was said to be local
New Orleans pianist and band leader Walter
'Fats' Pinchon. It seems that Earl was born
into a complete show-business family, and
although their paths no doubt crossed there
appears to be little or no attempt at claiming
parenthood.

As the decade wore on he can be heard on
recordings by the Beach Boys, Mamas &
Papas and in to the next decade with Neil
Young, Tom Waits, Tim Buckley and Little
Feat.
He can also be heard on countless film
scores, far too numerous to list other than to

The second world war would find the teenage
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SHAKY LEE’S AUTUMN
ALMANAC

say movies that would be familiar to us all
would include 'Judgement At Nuremberg'
1961, ‘It’s A Mad Mad World’ 1963, 'Harlow’
1965, ‘Cool Hand Luke’ and ‘In The Heat Of
The Night’ both 1967, along with literally
dozens of television scores, titles that would
be familiar to us in the UK would include ‘77
Sunset Strip’, ‘Peyton Place’, ‘M*A*S*H’.
‘Ironside’ and ‘Mission Impossible’. He was
also a regular on the Pearl Bailey TV shows
which as we here at TFTW can recall were
not shown this side of the Atlantic.

One of Gene Vincent’s albums was titled I’m Back
And I’m Proud. So Am I

The Pendle Connection
August Bank Holiday saw me make my annual
pilgrimage to the Great British R&B Festival in
bonny Colne in Lancashire, which is next door to
my old hometown of Nelson. The event is
organized under the auspices of the Borough of
Pendle, which came into being when the
parliamentary constituency of Nelson & Colne was
renamed due to boundary changes in the
seventies. The name comes from nearby Pendle
Hill, which is not too far short of being classed as
a mountain, and looms ominously over the area.

1982 would see Earl elected treasurer to the
local 47 of the American Federation of
Musicians; although defeated in 1984, he
was re-elected in 1990. 1999 would see the
release of his biography aptly titled
Backbeat, The Earl Palmer Story penned by
Tony Scherman and at the turn of the new
century he would become one of the first
session musicians to be elected into the
Rock’n’Roll Hall Of Fame. The remaining
years of his life were spent happily playing
his great love with a jazz trio around Los
Angeles. In 2004 at age 80 he married for
the fourth time.

In the summer of 1612 the Pendle witch trials
were held at the Assizes of Lancaster and York
culminating in 2 males and 12 females being
found guilty of murder by the use of witchcraft,
and executed by hanging. Another woman died
whilst awaiting trial and just one of the dozen
accused was acquitted. At the time the region
was notorious for being wild and lawless with a
propensity towards violence and promiscuity. No
change there then (only joking!).

Keith Woods








The legacy of the Pendle Witches is still evident
through the nearby Moorhouse’s brewery who
produce tasty real ales such as Blond Witch,
Black Cat and Pendle Witches Brew. The bus
route from Nelson to Manchester has been
branded the Witch Way, and folk still congregate
at the top of Pendle to celebrate Halloween each
year.

'Tales From The Web'

My dear friend and Woodie, Linda Roberts, has
recently opened her Pendle SandWitch Bar, with
framed photos of the Million Dollar Quartet and
Johnny Cash & Bob Dylan adorning the walls.
Tales From The Woods is also on display so be
sure to pop in if you are ever in the vicinity.
Anyway, back to the blues. This year saw the
twentieth anniversary of the festival and with too
many acts to mention I will briefly run through
those that I managed to see, mainly on the
International Stage at the Muni Theatre.
In an endeavour to bring you the best product
possible, the 'Tales From The Woods' website
has moved. If you want to take a look, the NEW
web address is;

It was my first time witnessing Alvin
‘Youngblood’ Hart in person, and he did not
disappoint. A relative youngster compared to
some of the performers, he is in his mid-forties, of
Rastafarian
appearance,
complete
with
dreadlocks. He possesses an expressive voice
and plays a mean guitar in a mainly contemporary
country blues vein.

www.tftw.org.uk
Keep your eyes peeled for further developments.
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compositions Monkey On My Back and a tribute to
Bromley punkette Siouxsie Sioux. They also
included inspired versions of classics such as
Who Do You Love, Somethin’ Else and Brand
New Cadillac, along with the Sonics’ You Got Your
Head On Backwards.

Wilko Johnson looked his usual menacing self,
bouncing across the stage with his extra long
guitar lead whilst flailing the strings as he played
both rhythm and lead riffs. He was backed by
Norman Watt-Roy who seemed to be trying to
crawl all over his bass, and Dylan Howe on
drums. The likes of Sneaking Suspicion, Back In
The Night and She Does It Right show what pub
rock is all about, and Bye Bye Johnny was a good
way in which to finish off a stonkin’ set.

Katrina
This play was staged at the Bargehouse, Oxo
Tower Wharf on the south bank of the river
th
th
Thames from September 4 to 26 by nomadic
theatre group Jericho House.

Louisiana Red has spent half-a-century recording
for a variety of labels and playing with most of the
major blues artists. It was a pleasure to see him
sitting and stroking the notes from his guitar, with
some super slide work which certainly captured
my attention.

Just four years earlier Hurricane Katrina had
narrowly missed hitting New Orleans head-on, but
the levees around Lake Pontchatrain were
breached leaving much of the crescent city under
water.

The Blues Band fronted by Paul Jones with
Dave Kelly and Tom McGuiness on guitars, Gary
Fletcher on bass and Rob Townsend (drums)
were joined by special guest Bob Hall. During an
excellent set Jones showed his harmonica skills
interspersed with his clean vocals, whilst Hall
proved yet again that he is undoubtedly one of this
country’s finest boogie-woogie pianists.

This promenade performance, held in a fivestorey disused warehouse, made a valid attempt
to relay the full extent of the horrors of the
immediate aftermath of this disaster.
The audience is ushered through a tourist
information office, a shotgun house and the Funky
Butt bar where a singer performs as the storm
strikes. Arriving at the main space you are
encouraged to sit and listen to verbatim
testimonies from some survivors of the tragedy.

Formerly a guitarist with John Mayall’s
Bluesbreakers, Coco Montoya opened with a
soulful number, but then gradually moved more
into modern electric blues-rock territory.
Another former Mayall sideman and ex-Rolling
Stone, Mick Taylor was more to my liking. A
wonderful, meaningful guitarist with a tender touch
at times, he is worth investigating and makes a
good job of Mississippi Fred McDowell’s You
Gotta Move.

There is Beatrice who is determined to transport
her partner’s body to City Hall as directed by the
authorities, the down-to-earth club singer, Dan the
wrongfully convicted murderer and Cal a
benevolent chancer. A trapped tourist couple,
also describe their ordeal in simply attempting to
flee the city.

I have been a fan of Eric Bibb ever since I first
encountered him a dozen or so years ago. An
acoustic bluesman singer/songwriter incorporating
folk and gospel into his act, he always looks and
sounds as though he is enjoying himself and
seems committed to ensuring his audience also
have a good time. His guitar playing is gentle and
tuneful on mostly his own songs such as the jolly
soulful Needed Time and the sorrowful Kokomo.
He does include the odd cover too, for example a
delightful Stagger Lee.

For the final scene the audience lines the sides of
another room where the cast, now clad in white,
enact a funeral scene complete with a fervent
sermon from the preacher and a typical Big Easy
style jazz procession accompanied by Charlie
Miller’s Prayer For New Orleans.
Clever design, lighting and sound effects capture
the essence of the time and place, whilst the
strong cast convey the horror of the situation,
which makes this odyssey a spellbinding
experience.

Harper was somewhat different, being a UK born
Australian resident who plays both harmonica and
didgeridoo, performing a mix of blues, rock, soul
and world music. He had a funky lead guitarist
with him too, and the show was rather enjoyable.

London Rock'n'Roll

Away from the main stage The Cats were a
Scottish rockabilly trio with a Stray Cats influence
who excited most of those present, although they
didn’t move me that much.

Sad to report that there is not much rock ‘n’ roll in
London nowadays. However Freddy Boy is still
putting on monthly rockin’ gigs at Walthamstow
Conservative Club. He’s got the tremendous
Teddy Boy band The Rhythm Aces appearing
th
there on October 17 . See you there?

Top local band Walter Mitty’s Head retain their
original rockin’ spikiness with their own

Also, one for you nite owls (too late for this old
Ted!) is London’s only weekly Rock ‘n’ Roll all10

nighter at Ye Olde Axe, 69 Hackney Road, E2.
Nearest stations Old Street & Liverpool Street.
Tel 020-7729-5137 for info. It is held every
Saturday night from midnight ‘til 6am. If any of
you venture along be sure to let us know what it is
like.

Editor Woody and I attended a New Orleans Gala
Night at the Royal Festival Hall in 1992. This was
a touring package show put together by Willy
DeVille, starring Dr John, Eddie Bo, Johnny
Adams and Zachary Richard. When Willy did his
spot most of the audience became restless –
because he wasn’t like the others, they didn’t get
what he was all about. We did.

Cool Cat Wilkinson
A Personal Appreciation of Willy
DeVille

Possessing an innate sense of rhythm and timing
whilst singing with a sort of nasally high pitched
twang, Willy did his own thing, but he cared about
the music. He did say that people went to his gigs
“because they come to see something different”
and proudly added “I’m an artist, I’m not a pop
singer.”

The founder of the band Mink DeVille was born
William Paul Borsey in Stamford, Connecticut on
August 27, 1950, and died from pancreatic cancer
in New York on August 6, 2009.
The band became associated with the punk rock
movement, coming on the scene at the same time
as the Ramones, Patti Smith, Talking Heads and
Television. They only had one British Top Twenty
entry - with Willy’s quirky composition Spanish
Stroll.

Amen. RIP Willy DeVille, a true American original.

After several personnel changes and half-a-dozen
LPs Willy DeVille began recording and touring
under his own name.

TFTW's traditional Christmas meet up
will be on Tuesday 29 December.
As with past Christmas gatherings it is
customary to return to our festive
locations, being...
Shakespeare's Head
64-68 Kingsway
Holborn
WC2B 6BG
and
Trattoria Verdi Restaurant
110 Southampton Row
Holborn
WC1B 4BL
(Holborn tube)
All welcome; family, friends, pets, drag
them all along for a fun evening.

Shaky Lee Wilkinson



He always reminded me of a Mississippi gambler
like Brett Maverick or a street-wise pimp, with his
pencil moustache, quiff, sharp suit, slim Jim tie
and winkle pickers. But Willy had soul, singing
with passion, drawing on his influences and
diverse musical tastes. His music embraced
elements of Muddy Waters, John Lee Hooker,
John Hammond and Ben E King. He couldn’t be
identified with just one style, he did ‘em all – rock
‘n’ roll, rhythm & blues, Cajun, doo-wop, country
and soul.















BUNTER AT

He lived in New Orleans for several years and
immersed himself in the city’s culture and musical
heritage, recording Big Blue Diamond, Every Dog
Has His Day, Ruler Of My Heart and Who Shot
The La La. In concert he might perform One Night
(of Sin), Save The Last Dance For Me, You Better
Move On, Lover Please, Stand By Me, All By
Myself, Heartbreak Hotel and Bad Boy (not the
Marty Wilde number, but the song recorded by
The Jive Bombers on Savoy). All done in his own
inimitable way.

This issue's column starts with an account of a
show I saw at what is, for me, the South-East's
finest blues venue on March 16th, featuring one of
the London scene's greatest stalwarts, harpman
and singer Shakey Vic and his (5-piece) blues
band.
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Berry's "Get Out Of The Car" (done John Lee
Hooker-style!),
Magic
Sam's
"Roll
Your
Moneymaker", Fats Domino's "I'm In Love Again"
(with the lyrics adapted in praise of imbibing),
Amos Milburn's "I've Been Drinkin'", Tommy
Brown's "Nosey Neighbours", Little Walter's
"Mellow Down Easy", Muddy's "Sugar Sweet", Ann
Cole/Muddy Waters's "Got My Mojo Working",
Slim Harpo's "Shake Your Hips" plus a selection
of songs from the new CDs reviewed elsewhere in
this magazine.
So, the Oval Tavern continues to be tops for all
styles of blues, and there'll be more reports next
issue. Good blues to ya!

They kicked off with a swingin' uptempo
instrumental, followed by a mid-tempo take on Big
Bill Broonzy's "Key To The Highway", then Elmore
James' "Shake Your Moneymaker" and "Look On
Yonder Wall", Little Walter's "Blues With A
Feeling", "Just A Feelin'", and "Mean Ol' World",
Champion Jack Dupree's "Calcutta Blues", Rice
Miller's "Help Me", Muddy Waters' "I Can't Be
Satisfied" and "Blow Wind Blow", Sonny Terry's
"Louise", "You Ain't Treatin' Me Right", Robert
Johnson's "Me and The Devil Blues", an unusually
Latin-ish treatment of Slim Harpo's "Got Love If
You Want It", and "Shake Rattle and Roll". Always
great to see Shakey Vic on the scene, make a
point of catching him yourself!

The 20th Anniversary Hemsby Weekender was
held at the Seacroft Holiday Centre, in Great
Yarmouth between May 16-19, 2008, and yielded
some truly great performances from a strong
international cast; here's an account of what I
managed to catch.
Friday evening saw a great set from the one and
only Dale Hawkins, backed to perfection by the
Hemsby Houseband, consisting of Malcolm
Chapman on lead guitar, Dave Brown on piano,
Wayne Hopkins on upright bass, and Mark
Spreckley on drums.

Singer and guitarist Steve
Simpson dropped in on
May 22nd and, with
bassist
Malcolm
Hoskins, dispatched two
interesting sets of covers
and
originals,
which
included the funky "Sugar
Daddy",
swinging
versions of the Fabulous
Thunderbirds' "I Believe
I'm In Love" and Ike Turner's "Matchbox", Johnny
"Guitar" Watson's "A Real Mother For Ya", "The
New Frontier", the rockin' "Rough Around The
Edges", a nice ballad in "Too Many Memories",
Chuck Berry's "Promised Land", Junior Parker's
"Mystery Train", "Brakeyard Blues", the soulful "Do
I Ever Cross Your Mind?", and Albert King's
"Crosscut Saw". It was my first sight of Mr.
Simpson and I'm sure it won't be my last; a
pleasant afternoon's blues.

Dale has been quite ill lately, it was made known,
but he gave it his all and then some more, still
sounding in fine voice with the likes of Tarheel
Slim's "Wildcat Tamer" and "No. 9 Train", Sister
Rosetta Tharpe's "This Train", which morphed into
Willie Dixon's "My Babe", "Juanita", "Teenage
Dolly" (a welcome rarity), "La-Den-Da-Den-Da",
"Fools Paradise", the ballad "This Love Is Mine",
the excellent rocker "Bang Bang", "Tornado", the
bluesy "Goin' Down The Road Feelin' Bad",
"Susie-Q", (natch!) and, for an encore, "Keep On
Lovin' You". Let's hope this great guy rocks on for
© Paul Harris
years to come.

Lastly, the City Shakers, led by the superb Big
Boy Bloater, made a welcome return to a
sweltering Oval Tavern on July 27th. Completed
by the excellent Laurie Garman on harp, Mike
Powell on upright bass and Bomber Wade on
drums, they enthralled a packed audience with
some quality rockin' blues by way of Lightnin'
Hopkins' "Shake That Thing", Billy Boy Arnold's "I
Wish You Would", "I'm Askin' You Darlin'", Papa
Lightfoot's "Mean Ol' Train", Willie Dixon's "You
Can't Judge A Book By The Cover", Jackie
Brenston's "Trouble Up The Road", Richard

© Paul Harris

Dale Hawkins meets his hero Keith Woods
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Laura B and the Moonlighters were a new
name to me, but word got around that they were
well worth seeing. And so it proved; Laura
sounded as wonderful as she looked, and she and
the band, which included saxist Alex Bland, a fine
player often seen on the London circuit, tore into
the songs with flair and class. Clearly a huge fan
of Wynona Carr, Laura perfectly nailed "Act Right"
and "Jump Jack Jump", also Etta James' "Tough
Lover", Ruth Brown's "Teardrops From My Eyes",
and Jackie Wilson's "Baby Workout" stood out
superbly: the aforementioned were only part of a
thoroughly enjoyable 45 minutes, and I intend to
see this talented outfit as often as I can. A (UK)
star is truly born!

A highlight of the Sunday was the Hemsby boat
cruise, an event that has proved highly popular in
recent years, and there's always a good UK band
willing to entertain the punters, this year it was the
turn of the Lonesome Valley Boys to deliver
some pleasing rockin' sounds.

© Paul Harris

Saturday evening saw
Sun
legend
Sonny
Burgess
take
the
Hemsby stage with the
Pacers, which included
originals Kern Kennedy on
piano and Bobby Crafford
on
drums.
An
instrumental jam kicked
off the set, followed by all
the regular favourites, "My
Bucket's Got A Hole In It",
"Forty Days" (sung by Bobby Crafford), "The
Prisoner's Song", an instrumental boogie feature
for Kern Kennedy, "Matilda", "Ain't Got A Thing",
"Lawdy Miss Clawdy", "Ain't Got No Home", the
requested "Chokin' Kind", "Fannie Brown",
"Restless", "We Wanna Boogie", "Wipeout"
(naturally featuring Bobby), "Don't Be Cruel", a
medley of "Red Headed Woman" and "Tear It Up"
and encoring on "Sadie's Back In Town" and
"That's All Right". Bassist Wayne Hopkins and
trumpeter Clive Osbourne did a fine job as
honorary Pacers.

© Paul Harris

Basildon's own Levi Dexter, for some years now
resident in the States, made a rare UK
appearance Sunday night with the Cathouse
Creepers and this Elvis-inspired singer impressed
all with solid readings of "I Get So Excited", Hank
Swatley's "Oakie Boogie", "A Note From The
South", "Room To Rock", Joe Clay's "Sixteen
Chicks", "Victim Of Cool", "Hurricane", "Wildest
Cat In Town", Sid King's "Let 'Er Roll", "Rip It Up",
Johnny Kidd's "Shakin' All Over", Gene's
"Bluejean Bop", Larry Williams' "Slow Down"
(rockabilly-style!), "Meet You On The Other Side
Of Midnight", Bill Allen's "Please Give Me
Something", and "Tear It Up". A solid, high energy
performance.

© Paul Harris

Kern Kennedy
Bobby Crafford
The Blue Cats were one of the UK's most popular
"revival" outfits of the early '80's, and they came
together again specially to rock for the Hemsby
faithful. There was a mixture of covers and
originals with Johnny Otis' "Castin' My Spell",
Johnny Burnette's "Midnight Train", "Galloping
Man" (a nice tribute to Gene Vincent's guitarist
Cliff Gallup), "Fightback", Slim Rhodes' "Take and
Give", "Gotta Go", "Restless", "The Tunnel", the
broody "Car 76", Gene Vincent's "I Flipped", "Wild
Night", and a wild version of the Phantom's "Love
Me".

© Paul Harris

Willie showing Bernie Dexter the ropes
No less than Wild Cat Pete spun some hot rockin'
biscuits in between the live action; Pete, along
with all the event DJs, comperes, backroom staff,
and of course Willie and Varick Jeffrey, is/are to
be congratulated on organising yet another
enjoyable rockin' festival. Roll on October, when
13

the bill includes first-timer Alton Lott, whose stageact is apparently a sight to behold. We shall see.







Sylvia's "No Good Lover".

The Very Best Of - City Shakers - Azan 063



The second new release is by the blues band that
Bloater fronts, the City Shakers, entitled "The
Very Best Of", and is on Azan 063.

C.D. REVIEWS
Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at

That Ain't My Name - Big Boy Bloater Azan 069
Again a 12-tracker, it was recorded, like "That
Ain't My Name", during the first quarter of '08, at
the Embassy Studio, in Upton Grey, Hampshire.
Bloater is joined by Laurie Garman on harmonica,
Mike Powell on bass and Bomber Wade on
drums, and all achieve a fine Chicago blues
sound throughout; looking at the covers, there are
strong versions of Billy Boy Arnold's "I Ain't Got
You", Lightnin' Hopkins' "Shake That Thing", Papa
Lightfoot's "Mean Ol' Train", Muddy Waters'
"Sugar Sweet", Richard Berry's "Get Out Of The
Car" (which has a John Lee Hooker feel about it),
Tommy Brown's "Nosey Neighbours", Magic
Sam's "Roll Your Moneymaker", Little Walter's
"Mellow Down Easy", and Ann Cole's "Got My
Mojo Working". About the original compositions,
"Tellin' You Straight" is a tasty blues, "Pallbearer's
Song" reminds one a bit of "Cat's Squirrel", and
"Messin' With The Booze" also brings John Lee
Hooker to mind in terms of arrangement.

Hi there! Straight down to business with two new
releases from the one and only Big Boy Bloater,
both on the Azan label. The first, on Azan 069, is
entitled "That Ain't My Name", and finds
singer/guitarist Bloater with Lil' Lisa Jane on
baritone sax and occasional vocal, Tim Chimes
on tenor sax, Matt Empson on piano, Mike Powell
on bass and Dave Terrey on drums. Twelve fine
tracks, let's take a look at 'em.

So, two CDs worthy of your attention by one of the
country's finest exponents of rockin' rhythm and
blues.

Ike Turner is, without doubt, Bloater's main
influence on guitar and, to confirm this, there's a
great instrumental tribute in the form of
"Whammy", which has lashings of tremolo-based
pickin', also a steady rockin' shuffle that
permeates Ike's "Matchbox". Elsewhere, the
originals have quality in droves, such as the easyrockin' title track, which has a hint of Little Milton's
"Ain't No Big Deal" about it, also the Latin-ish
"Give Me What You Got", "Ain't Done Nothin'
Wrong" (which is influenced by Little Richard's
"Lucille"), the busy-tempoed "I Went Down To The
River", and "Man Or Monkey", where Lisa takes
an impressive lead vocal.

Louisiana Rockabilly - Johnny J and the
Hitmen - Blue Viper 004
Johnny J and the Hitmen, based in New
Orleans, have been rockin' for some 22 years
now, all the while releasing many fine albums;
their latest, on Blue Viper 004, is entitled
"Louisiana Rockabilly" and was recorded at
Audiophile Studios in New Orleans, in November
2007 and produced by no less than Dale Hawkins.
There's great playing throughout by Johnny J
himself on guitar and vocal, John Veninata on
bass and vocal, Michael "Creature" Neyrey on
drums and vocal, and Nick Devlin on guitar, on
covers like Mr. Hawkins' "Bang Bang", Johnny
Horton's "I'm A One Woman Man", Joe Clay's
"Sixteen Chicks", Faron Young's "Live Fast, Love

The CD is completed by a faithful take on Johnny
Watson's "Gangster Of Love", the slow blues
"Unlock The Door", the rockin' "Hey Little Girl", the
Fats Domino classic "Please Don't Leave Me",
and a great, powerful version of Mickey and
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Hard, Die Young", Roy Brown's "Diddi I Diddy O",
Al Ferrier's "Let's Go Boppin' Tonight", Tony Joe
White's "I Want My Fleetwood Back", Jerry
Byrne's "Lights Out", Bobby Charles' "Watch It
Sprocket" and Sugar Boy Crawford's "Oowee
Sugar" plus "Yard Dog" and "High Voltage". What
a track listing! Give this one a listen; it's well worth
a go.
The Real Greek restaurant is part of a chain, and
we went to the one in Hoxton Market. First of all
the decor reminded me of an old washroom, an
old Victorian school classroom, or an old Gents
toilet. Brown brick-tiles predominated.

That's all for this issue, more next time!

Hardrock Bunter









Jamie Papard’s
Restaurant Guide

Strange goings on were noticed by at least three
of us in the real Gents toilet - the consensus of
opinion since then is that it was drug dealing,
apparently quite common in West End nightclubs,
and involves two guys, presumably dealer and
client, going into a cubicle together, and nobody in
the restaurant nor nightclub toilets apparently bats
an eyelid. The dealers and clients certainly don't
make any attempt to wait till the coast is clear.
Our party saw at least two such dealings in the
course of the evening, so presumably it is
happening all the time.

Heading for the August 29th Gang Meet Up, I met
two friends, Derek and Peter, at Liverpool Street
Station. They live in Norwich and were coming
down to spend the weekend with me. So we
headed up to Paul Street in nearby Shoreditch for
the meet-up of Woodies. Briefly met Martin and
Marie, who were just about to leave, and also with
other Woodies, some of whom were to join us in
the nearby restaurant afterwards.

As to the meal itself, well that is a misnomer for a
start. We settled for the meze, usually very good
value, as I can attest to from meals at Jimmy's
Greek restaurant in Soho, and others I've been
too in Cyprus and elsewhere.
Originally we were going to order 4 meat mezes, 4
fish ones and 2 vegetarian ones - there were 10 of
us partaking of the snacks (I can't call it a meal.)
The waitress advised that each meze was enough
for two people, so we ended up with 5. These
consisted of tiers of small side plates, similar to
the tiers of cakes you used to see in old-fashioned
teashops.

The pub, 'The Princess', was a good venue, not
too crowded, so we were able to sit down and
chat (above the noise of the background music
which was too loud, and totally unnecessary, since
nobody in the bar seemed to be listening to it.)
But the restaurant! Oh what a total disaster. I have
to say, without a shadow of doubt in my mind, that
it was easily the worst meal I've ever experienced
at Woodies meet-ups, or indeed at any restaurant
or cafe anywhere in the world in my entire life.
This includes restaurants in the Soviet Union and
East Germany. (In an East German restaurant the
GDR had that year produced a glut of cherries, so
we had cherry soup, followed by cherries as a
vegetable with our main course, and a cherry
dessert, which could all be washed down with
Sport-O-Cola, the GDR equivalent of Coke which
tasted like soapy water.)

I can't say what others got, but it was every man
for himself as I managed to grab one prawn, one
meatball, and one mouthful of kebab. I had to fill
up with salad (mainly lettuce, with a bit of tomato
and cucumber), and mainly pitta bread and
various things to spread on it. In fact the latter two
were most in abundance, filling many of the small
plates in the so-called meze. I know some people
didn't get any of the kebabs or prawns. There
15

were two sardines which quickly disappeared.
Some people got chips, but again there weren't
nearly enough to go round. Nearly everyone was
saying they were still hungry, and were expecting
the main course to arrive, presumably in the form
of more meze dishes.

a large vodka wafting from the glass. In front of
me, TFTW #54, which plopped through my
letterbox yesterday and now demands my
attention. What mysteries and delights will I find
here?, I muse, coughing a rousing serenade as
the afterblast of a Gauloises Blonde sears through
my lungs.

The whole thing was absolutely disgusting. OK,
the mezes themselves weren't that expensive at
£10 per head, but by the time you'd added the
wine, and four of us had tried to fill-up with
desserts (unsuccessfully in the case of Derek and
myself who paid about £5 each for a tiny portion of
'chocolate mousse cake'), we'd paid a total of £26
each for some wine, some starters and a tiny
dessert. Those who didn't have a dessert or
coffee paid £20 per head.

Ah yes, surprises galore, even on Page 1 in
Shaky Lee's Easter Parade. I see that two
enticing country shows are coming up at the
Luminaire in Kilburn in April, the Barbican is
staging The Harder They Come from March 6th to
April 12th, and Joe Brown is touring up to May
10th. Also, Paul Harris makes the first two of his
27 thumbnail appearances in this issue of TFTW,
on the left in drag, on the right as a balding old
man with glasses.

I think this chain of restaurants should be avoided
like the plague for future meet-ups. I certainly
shan't eat at any of their outlets again.

Page 7. An unknown correspondent (who by
page 8 turns out to be the editor himself) states
that he is "still in the midst of winter at the time of
writing" but by the time issue #54 drops on the
doormat it should have warmed up considerably.
Blimey, Woody, we have had hurricanes, two brief
heatwaves, a couple of floods, a Tsunami, airport
chaos, the DLR in meltdown, the revival of the
Hula Hoop and 67 teenagers knifed to death since
then. And my wife is not best pleased to have
aged a year in the meantime.

Tony Gourmet Papard









THE EDDIE COCHRAN CONNECTION
For the fans, by the fans

Page 8. Paul Harris reappears with hair and a
very large pair of jeans.
Page 9. Marffa's visit to Guilfest in July. That's
impressively, stonkingly hot off the press for
TFTW. Oh! Hang on a minute. Make that July
2007, twelve months in the back of beyond. Are
any of the reviewed artists still performing?
Pages 17-18. Paul Harris astounds with his
assorted impressions of four ageing black men
and a gnarled white pianist.
Pages 24-28. Paul Harris now goes for an
Entertainment Award with an astonishing display
of quick-change costume artistry.

UK Subscription £5.00
Cheques to W H BEARD at
15 St Clements Court, Mardyke Park,
Purfleet, Essex RM19 1GL

Page 37. ARGHH!!! A terrible sensation of brain
malfunction and time warp. A page ad for an
upcoming Hemsby Rock 'n' Roll weekender that I
could have sworn I attended two months ago.

Letters to the Editor

Page 39. "Sharpen your pencils" for a TFTW get
together on July 5th. Blast, bugger and dang me,
missed it again.

BACK TO THE FUTURE
July 20th 2008. It is 10am on a sunny summer
Sunday morn here in London E12. Church bells
are ringing and I wouldn't be at all surprised if
larks are singing although I can't hear them over
the distant rumble of traffic on the A406 flyover. I
settle in the garden (if you can call 630 sq. ft. of
crazy paving a garden) with a breakfast orange
juice that, incongruously, has the bracing smell of

As ever, the whackiest read since Brian "Camel
Walker" Simmons popped his clogs and Sailor
Vernon ceased to Delight.
Cliff White, London E12
(And now you’ve missed some really great stuff in
September! - H)
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SEPTEMBER 21, 2008

From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, the Jive
Romeros to Matchbox, Wee Willie
Harris to Johnny of the Jailbirds plus
Johnny Preston. Mac Curtis, Sleepy La
Beef etc. etc. & Britain’s Little Richard,
Roy Young, the ‘Drumbeat’ king.

Chris de Bruin had an accident last Tuesday.
Workmen from the council for the flat above his
were working on the communal front door earlier
in the day. Chris went out to get a few things from
the shops, came back and found his key wouldn't
work. He had no mobile phone on him as he'd
only popped out for a minute or two. Eventually he
managed to arose a neighbour, who got a stepladder so Chris could climb over the 7ft garden
fence.

THE LENNEROCKERS the floor filling
German rock’n’roll show band.
THE ATLANTICS the great UK r’n’r band
with pounding piano & honking sax.
THE CLASS OF ’58 the first family of
rock’n’roll’

Anyway, Chris jumped down awkwardly the other
side, and though he landed on earth, he somehow
managed to shatter his heel in about 15 pieces.
He is now in hospital with his leg in plaster and on
painkillers. They have sent some scans and XRays to Brentford, and he may have to have an
operation. The alternative, he's been told, is to be
in pain for the rest of his life.
It will be at least three months before he can walk;
meanwhile he has to have his broken foot
elevated and can't put any weight on it. As he lives
on his own, there is no way he can go home
unless carers are arranged. He may have to
convalesce somewhere.
Tony Papard

One call, book them all –
CALL PAUL!
UK: 029.20.704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
THE CATFISH KINGS - LIGHTS OUT - THE
STROLLERS - OO BOP SH’BAM - LUCAS
& THE DYNAMOS - KINGCATS - RHYTHM
ACES - PHIL HALEY & HIS COMENTS - TR
& THE ROCKETS - DANNY & THE
SENIORS - PORKY’S HOT ROCKIN’

I have spoken to Chris and he has broken his heel
in 19 pieces. He did actually have his door keys
on him but a workman had broken the lock. I
assume Keith will forward a get well card on
behalf of TFTW.
Ken Major

& Lee Jackson as ELVIS 56
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Service and contains all the master recordings
and outtakes available – ‘Lawdy Miss Clawdy’
(takes 1-12) ‘Shake, Rattle and Roll’ (takes 1-12)
and includes studio chat from the sessions which
makes interesting listening.

"ROCKIN' AT THE
2is COFFEE BAR"
by Andrew Ings

Also included are Arthur Crudup’s originals of ‘My
Baby Left Me’ and ‘So Glad You’re Mine’, and
Freddie Bell’s version of ‘Hound Dog’.

I am pleased to confirm that my book
'Rockin' At The 2is Coffee Bar' will be
published at the end of March next year.

This set also includes a DVD with photos with the
tracks on CD disc repeated here. There is also a
great booklet included detailing the sessions with
period photos mostly taken by Alfred Wertheimer,
both published and unpublished

With a forward by Keith Woods it
includes a potted history of Soho plus
interviews with over 40 people, many of
whom started their careers at the I's.

Falsifyin’ - Sabatino Productions

It has been an interesting journey
through a unique period, area and place
in the musical history of this country and
a privilege to meet many who were
involved.

A celebration of boogie-woogie filmed in
Clarksdale in October 2005 with Jerry Lee Lewis
Marcia Ball, Henry Gray and Pinetop Perkins in
performance and conversation. It’s a great, if a bit
short in length, film at thirty minutes duration.

Advanced hard copies will be available at
the next reunion at the 100 Club on
January 31st.

Respect Yourself - The Stax Records
Story/The Stax-Volt Revue Tour 1967

I am now working on a biography of Wee
Willie Harris so if you have tales to tell
please let me know at
andrew.ings@talk21.com









VIDLER’S VIEWS
Elvis Presley New York –RCA
Sessions – The Complete Sessions
Memphis Recording Service
MR530002756
This is a DVD released last year (only just got
around to reviewing this)
Disc One
This first disc tells the story of Stax from 1960.
This is comprised of fantastically put together
interviews with the performers, and all those
involved in running the label, together with some
really interesting extras with Steve Cropper etc.
My only criticism is it doesn’t profile the Satellite
Label with no mention of the start being 1957.

This is a great set from Memphis Recording
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Disc Two Stax Volt Revue April 7 1967
This is a fantastic disc recorded live in Oslo in
1967. The sound quality is terrific as are the
performances - really cookin’.
We have Booker T and the MGs with ‘Red Beans
and Rice’ and ‘Green Onions’, The Mar-keys
‘Philly Dog’, ‘Grab This Thing’, ‘Last Night’. Arthur
Conley ‘In The Midnight Hour’, ‘Sweet Soul Music’
Eddie Floyd ‘Raise Your Hand’. Sam and Dave
with ‘You Don’t know like I know’ , ‘Soothe Me’,
‘When Something Is Wrong With My Baby’, ‘Hold
On I’m Comin’. Otis Redding ‘Fa-Fa Fa-Fa-Fa
(Sad Song)’, ‘My Girl’, ‘Shake’, ‘Satisfaction’, ‘Try
A Little Tenderness’.

JUKE BLUES MAGAZINE
P.O. Box 1654
Yatton, Bristol
BS49 4FD
England
Fax: 01934 832556

Extras on this disc are memories of the Stax tours
in Europe and an alternate ‘Green Onions’ from
Oslo (I believe).

Editor: Cilla Huggins
Reviews: Alan Empson
Subscriptions: Richard Tapp
Consulting Editors:John Broven/Mick Huggins

Darren Vidler









JAZZ JUNCTION
Colin Taub

Location, location, location

Exclusive Tailor for Edwardian Teds
Specialising in mainly Teddy Boys Suits

One of the joys of being a fan of live music is that
from time to time it throws up new venues to
explore. Back in March (2008) on a dark and
chilly night down a Fulham side street, I walked
past the entrance to the
Charing
Cross
Hospital
Social Club. Retracing my
steps I discovered, next to
the gymnasium, a small bar
with subdued lighting.
I
settled down in a comfy armchair with my
favourite Guinness to listen to my favourite British
guitarist Jim Mullen in a trio with Mike Gorman
(organ) and Tristan Maillot (drums). He warmed
up on Horace Silver’s Peace and took an eclectic
journey to another jazz pianist, Bud Powell,
visiting Earth Wind and Fire (After The Love Has
Gone) and João Gilberto (Estate) on the way.
Sadly a return visit is not on the cards as I believe
the promoter caught a cold on the night.

Colin Taub is a
specialist tailors and
has been long
established as a
family business for
over 30 years in the
east of London

Come a sunny June evening and I ventured out
again. Two trains, a bus-ride and one short walk
later, I found myself at the Coach and Horses
public house in Isleworth. This is where drummer
Trevor Tomkins puts on weekly jazz gigs. (Why
does it always seem to be the drummer who does
the organising?) On this occasion he was joined
by Henry Lowther (trumpet/flugelhorn), Art
Themen
(saxes),
Malcolm
Edmonstone
(keyboard), and Dave Green (bass). As the
summer sun slowly set outside, two adroitly

Edwardian Suits
Drapes and Drainpipes
Western Jackets
Box Jackets
Gambler Coats
Tail Coats
Ladies’ Jackets
Pencil Skirts
We may also create from your own design
Unit 11, Broadway Market Mews, Hackney E8 4TS
Tel: 020 7275 9735 Mobile: 07801 549251
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played sets were topped off by the pure tone and
wonderful blowing of Henry Lowther.
In July there was another sunny day and so I
wandered along to the Ealing Jazz Festival, which
takes place in probably the most beautiful park in
the London Borough of Ealing, Walpole Park.
Actually I have been to the festival before but I am
counting it as a new location as I was visiting a
different part of the park and a different tent.
There I enjoyed an excellent set of West Coast
jazz by the Allison Neale Quartet with Allison on
alto sax and flute, Dave Cliff (guitar), Simon
Thorpe (bass) and Steve Brown (drums). All
played delightfully. However I was reminded why I
am not so keen on this type of event. The place
was crowded (a good thing) but too many came to
enjoy the day by eating, drinking, talking and
paying no attention to the music. I recalled my
grandfather’s words of wisdom to me when I was
barely two knees high. ‘You will never learn
nothing if you don’t listen. So shut up and listen!’

The other new members were William Parker
(bass) and Nasheet Waits (drums). The absence
of Matthew Shipp may have been a cause of
concern to fans of free-jazz but the music was still
subsumed in the language of an industrialized
landscape and was fuelled by some fiery blowing
by the leader.

North Sea Jazz Festival
11 to 13 July 2008

Paying tribute to Bill Evans (as she did on her
2007 album) was Eliane Elias, a native of São
Paulo who relocated to New York in 1981.

This was the thirty-third North Sea Jazz Festival
and the third year it was held at the Ahoy in
Rotterdam. The festival’s association with the
Congres Centrum in Den Haag is now just a
memory, although incidentally that venue is now
the home of The Hague Jazz Festival, a much
smaller event which takes place at the end of May
and is also in its third year.
Friday was a day of piano trios and began with
Canadian
born
Elizabeth
Shepherd,
a
singer/songwriter and pianist whose debut album,
Start To Move, was voted into third place for jazz
album of the year on Gilles Peterson’s BBC
Worldwide programme in 2006. Her trio was
completed by Scott Kemp (bass) and Colin
Kingsmore (drums). She was dressed in a belted
short red dress and yellow boots, and with her hair
fringed and in a ponytail, she had the elfin look of
a 1950s French actress. Although she does not
like to be defined by any genre, the influences of
the jazz world are clearly evident. She started
with a Dizzy Gillespie tune, Con Alma, to which
she had added words. Her writing, personal and
intimate, gave an elusive quality to her music,
typified by Shining Tear Of The Sun from her
latest CD Parkdale.

There she became popular in a style which fused
Brazilian music with post-bop jazz and as result of
her unaffected singing. This was a superior piano
trio with Marc Johnson (Bill Evans’ last bassist)
and Adam Nussbaum (drums). She was smartly
attired in sleeveless black dress and extremely
high-heeled red shoes, which she kicked off
during the first number. To some ears her singing
may be unremarkable but the trio’s playing,
especially on Waltz For Debbie (such a beautiful
tune), was enjoyed by more than just the
smoothies in the audience. There was much
interest for devotees of Bill Evans in having the
opportunity to hear Here’s Something For You, a
number which he had been working on prior to his
death. A tape recording had been given to Marc
Johnson, who completed the composition with
Eliane Elias adding some words.

Having, after several years together, disbanded
his quartet, tenor saxophonist David S Ware
perceptively named his next unit New Group; still
a quartet but significantly the piano of Matthew
Shipp had been replaced by the guitar of Joe
Morris.
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Veteran jazz singer, Mark Murphy, appeared with
the trio of Thomas Rickert (piano), Henning
Gailing (bass) and Joost van Schaik (drums).

Now in his late seventies, it is doubtful that there
is a better pure jazz singer around today.
Summertime and Milestones were highlights but
the a cappella solo scatting on Green Dolphin
Street was simply amazing. After the encore, I
Thought Of You, I turned round to leave and was
surprised to discover the hall half empty.

His newest release in 2006, Another Place, came
after a seventeen year gap.
Here he was
supported by the Eric Legnini trio, with the leader
on piano, Mathias Allamane (bass) and Franck
Agulhon (drums).
His playing, intense and
imaginative, exhibited the energy of someone half
his age.

A number of funk fans were disappointed to find
that Bootsy Collins was paying tribute to the
‘Godfather of soul’ James Brown rather than
‘being Bootsy for the night’. Although some of the
JBs were there and Fred Wesley and Vicki
Anderson were on board together with ‘cape man’
Danny Ray, it was a somewhat fragmented affair
which never seemed to get much above tepid.
Tony Wilson was a pale imitation of the godfather
and the inclusion of former James Brown backing
vocalist Tomi Rae Hynie (partner and said to be a
wife), who stepped forward for one number, may
have been done for good sentimental reasons but
to many it was a misplacement.

Taking a break in the cinema, I saw a
documentary about singer Bobby McFerrin, who
‘dropped out’ after his phenomenal success with
Don’t Worry Be Happy and in recent years has
conducted all the top concert orchestras in the
States. An interesting fact that I discovered (and
which Michael Caine acolytes might relish) is that
his father was Robert McFerrin, the first ‘black’
opera singer to appear at the Metropole in New
York and also the singing voice of Sidney Poitier
in the film of Porgy and Bess.

The Hudson, the large hall reserved strictly for
jazz, has not been my preferred destination as it is
always so crowded and difficult to enter.
However, adding raised seating at the rear has
been a positive move. On Saturday I had no
trouble in finding a seat for the Kenny Werner
Quintet with Randy Brecker (trumpet), David
Sanchez (tenor sax), Scott Colley (bass) and the
popular Brian Blade on drums. The Brooklyn-born
leader is an inventive pianist and an interesting
composer. He made use of the occasion to
promote his latest CD, The Lawn Chair Society,
th
starting with New Amsterdam and The 13 Day
(written for his late daughter). Also from the same
album was a number he introduced as having
been written about the 2005 inauguration of Bush
and Cheney and which he called Inaugural Balls,
a title needing no explanation.
Alto saxophonist and jazz educator, Bunky
Green, has had a sporadic recording career which
goes back to the 1960s with releases on Argo and
Cadet.

Resting the plates was a good decision as when I
arrived at the Yukon for Sharon Jones and The
Dap-Kings the seating was being removed to
cope with the popularity of the tent.

This was also good news for the dancers as
Sharon launched into an up-tempo funky soul set
with How Do I Let A Good Man Down and
Nobody’s Fool, kicking off her shoes for an
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energetic workout in what looked like an exercise
top. For Be Easy she called on a young man from
the audience to dance with and this he managed
with style. You’re Gonna Get It was the only
respite from the dance numbers (a criticism by
some, perhaps forgetting this magazine’s maxim).
By the end she was doing the soul equivalent of
holy-stepping, having enhanced her reputation not
a little in the process of her stage performance.
An early start on Sunday provided a chance to
sample one of Downbeat’s rising stars, Rudresh
Mahanthappa, on alto saxophone. Born in Italy
of Indian parents but now a leading light in New
York’s contemporary scene, he appeared with
Craig Taborn (piano), Francois Moutin (bass) and
Daniel Weiss (drums). This was densely complex
music explored with cogent abstraction which both
disturbed and excited.
Apparently some
compositions have been based on cryptography,
which may or may not explain the dedication of
The Decider to the poor language skills of a
certain US president.
The music of the young Italian pianist, Giovanni
Guidi, is discernibly European and, despite the
ECM feel, can be found on the Italian CAM label.
It was played with great care by the leader and the
remainder of his quartet: Dan Kinzelman (tenor
sax), Stefano Senni (bass) and Joao Lobo
(drums). The title track to his latest CD, The
House Behind This One, with its languorous
beauty, was most moving, as Giovanni Guidi
leaned forward at the piano, elbows suddenly
jutting out almost horizontally to the keys. The tall
Dan Kinzelman, on the other hand, standing legs
together, would raise his heels off the ground, as
if attempting to blow down the microphone from
above.

The dreadlocked Ryan Shaw with his gospel
roots has the more soulful singing voice but is
perhaps too reliant on the number and choice of
songs he covers. Lookin’ For A Love (Bobby
Womack) and I Am Your Man (Bobby Taylor)
were excellent selections but, as a Porretta
regular, I could have done without Try A Little
Tenderness. More acceptable were Let It Be, with
gospel amendments to the words, and Piece Of
My Heart, whose recording he attributed to Janis
Joplin rather than the original by Erma Franklin. A
new composition, We Got Love, was good enough
to have been a hit in the ’60s but he saved the
best till last, much to the delight of a quartet of
raucous TFTW Northern Soul fans, with The
Sharpees’ Do The 45.
A few years back at the Utrecht Blues Estafette,
Sharrie Williams enlivened the small room with a
set of covers. Here she relied mainly on selfcomposed songs from her 2007 CD I’m Here To
Stay. Fire was typical of her rocking gospel blues
sound, while Jealousy saw her stepping into slow
blues territory.
If her recordings have not
garnered universal praise, then she has always
been a popular live performer, putting every ounce
of effort into her stage show. Having confessed to
celebrating twelve years free from crack cocaine,
she ended with an up-tempo number which
brought her gospel roots to the fore, leaving both
audience an artist exhausted.

Former NYJO member, Dave Jackson, casually
remarked about the lack of jazz at this jazz festival
but no-one took offence as they were fans of the
man who became more famous in 1979 as Joe
Jackson. For a piano trio they made a powerful
sound with Dave Houghton on drums and the
heavy bass of Graham Maby giving a reggae feel
to Fools In Love, a song which came from Joe’s
first album. And he was happy to sing more early
songs such as Steppin’ Out and On Your Radio.
Notwithstanding the need to pander to the
nostalgia of the faithful, he did not forget to
promote his most recent CD, Rain, with the jazzy
Wasted Time and The Uptown Train, which had a
touch of Northern Soul about it. The encore was a
sprightly Is She Really Going Out With Him.

And that was where the festival ended for me as I
had been invited to attend a post-gig discussion
and drink with a harmonica group, which will, I
believe, befittingly be called The Big Walters.
Thanks to Dave Thomas for the photos of Sharon
Jones and Ryan Shaw (and to me for the rest).

Porretta Soul Festival – 18 to 20
July 2008

Is retro-soul making a comeback or has it never
been away? Whilst everybody’s favourite white
American newspaper boy has been receiving
media attention in England, a ‘more authentic’
Georgian appears to have been making quite a
few guest appearances on TV back home in the
States.

Twenty-one years on and the Porretta Soul
Festival, founded on a love of Memphis soul
music and a desire to pay tribute it, continues to
attempt to portray the best that is still available.
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Sadly, due to the diminishing number of artists still
performing, economics and even politics, this has
long ceased to be completely possible.
Consequently other areas of BlackAmerican
music are plundered to fill the void. This year,
apart from two pianists from New Orleans, the
greatest common denominator was the number
who had embraced the Christians’ God.

she warned him of the constipating effect of his
choice.
© Paul Harris

The main part of the festival started on Friday
evening with a French funk band, Captain
Mercier, led by the multi-lingual bespectacled son
of Uncle Fester. The reliance on comedy for their
stage act, though sometimes visual, was lost on
the vast majority of the audience as the songs
were sung in French. The short tribute to Nino
Ferrer left many wondering ‘Who he?’ and more
pertinently ‘Why?’ I have since learned that he
was a singer/songwriter born to an Italian father
and French mother who spent most of his life in
France and wrote a song titled Les Cornichons,
presumably in praise of his favourite species of
cucumber.

Two years ago at the same festival Davell
Crawford had put in an entirely entertaining and
enjoyable performance, but on this visit, solo at
the electric piano, he seemed at times rather
uninspired. His grandfather, James ‘Sugar Boy’
Crawford, had originally been slated to appear as
well but eventually did not, so it was appropriate
that he began with his grandparent’s composition
Jock-A-Mo (aka Iko Iko). The short set ended
with a gospel number which segued into Randy
Newman’s Louisiana 1927, now associated with
Hurricane Katrina.

Following on was the Austin DeLone All Star
R&B Band, an excellent group of musicians who
comprised the leader on Hammond B3 organ and
piano, Mike Schermer (guitar), Eric McCann
(bass), Ernest Carter (drums), Alex Budman
(saxes), Paul Litteral (trumpet) and Mike Rinta
(trombone). They had clearly rehearsed
extensively and as a result provided superb
support to all and sundry over the weekend.

© Paul Harris

© Paul Harris

Those of us who believe that the best things come
in small packages had our preconceptions
confirmed and validated by what was probably the
highlight of the festival with a quite wonderful
performance by Mable John.
After a couple of warm-up numbers they were
joined by Sweet Nectar, three ladies, including
one of Jimmy McCracklin’s daughters, who were
given their turn to stretch their vocal chords and
who were also to give sterling support in their
backing capacity each night.
Making a special appearance
septuagenarian, Clem Sacco.

was

© Paul Harris

the

Sporting a toupee which he had surely borrowed
from Harry Enfield or one of his Scousers, he
came across as the Count Arthur Strong of
rock’n’roll, haranguing the audience for five
minutes before singing his 1961 hit Oh Mama
Voglio L’Uovo Alla Coque, which translates as ‘Oh
mother, I want the boiled egg’. One wonders if
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Starting with Bad Water, a Tangerine release with
the Raelets, Mable rolled back the years as she
commanded the stage and sang with soulful
artistry. For the remainder of her short set, she
drew on her Stax material with Same Time Same
Place, I Need Your Love So Bad (recorded in
memory of her late brother, Little Willie John), and
You’re Taking Up Another Man’s Place before
finishing with Your Good Thing Is About To End.
If ever a song title was apt it was this one. Sadly it
was all over far too soon.

© Paul Harris

The night ended with New Orleans pianist and
singer, Henry Butler, who has been referred to by
Dr John as ‘The Pride of New Orleans’.

However it was Charlie Wood who impressed
most with the catchy Rufus Thomas Is Back In
Town.

© Paul Harris

© Paul Harris

Mable John was allowed
only two songs this time
around but she did find
time to mention two
books she has had
published. She also was
able to acknowledge her
son, Paul Collins, who
played bass on each of
her sets, and mention her
daughter
who
was
videoing them.
There was a certain amount of irony about the
appearance of Otis Redding III, one of Otis’ two
sons, as the festival used to describe itself as a
tribute to Otis Redding but following the visit of
one of the sons (I do not know which) that part of
the title was dropped because, I believe, said son
was unhappy about the commercial aspect of its
use. Whatever the problems were, it was good to
see friendly relations return and as a bonus for the
festival, it got a justifiable ‘Otis impersonator’
back.

A tall man in a bright yellow suit and dark glasses
(he has been blind since birth), he sat centre
stage at an electric piano for which he seemed
several sizes too big. The long fingers of his large
hands flew across the keyboard as his legs
pumped vigorously up and down in a set which
combined boogie-woogie, New Orleans funk and
anything else he could think of throwing in. Jump
To The Music was just one example of the
numbers performed that delighted the many who
had not heard him before.

© Paul Harris

Saturday began again with Captain Mercier.
However this time the band was accorded a more
appropriate length of time for its status. And
whilst the songs were closer to the festival’s roots,
they did come from the list of those to be avoided
at all costs. Surely Mustang Sally has been
ridden to death by now?

Otis Redding III played fine left handed guitar and
sang with only a hint of his father’s voice. He
started with a slightly funky Hard To Handle and
proceeded to Dreams To Remember, crediting his
mother Zelma for writing the song. This is not
strictly accurate as according to Rob Bowman’s
liner notes to the Ace’s Otis Redding CD, It’s Not
Just Sentimental, although the song was originally

It was a welcome return for the Austin DeLone
All Star R&B Band and, following an instrumental
warm-up, they benefited Caroline DeLone
attempting a Duffy song and Sweet Nectar
covering Ann Peebles’ I Can’t Stand The Rain.
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written by Otis and Zelma, with Zelma being
responsible for the words, and a recording made,
it was never issued until put out by Ace in 1992.
What happened was that Otis brought in Joe
Rock, the words were largely revised and the
song re-recorded. This became the 1968 release
and was the version that Otis III sang. The
encore, My Girl, was warmly received as the
audience sang along.

maybe it was the slightly different repertoire that
had an effect on opinions. Nevertheless, with his
exciting piano playing and a deep voice which
could yelp like an opera singer, he would surely go
down a storm at Rhythm Riot (given a good band
and a careful choice of material).
Providing an antidote to the earlier gospel
segment, the evening ended with Sugar Pie
Desanto and her bacchanalian extravaganza of
an act. Starting with I Don’t Want To Fuss, she
hoisted her dress above her knees, kicked a leg
to shoulder height, pulled faces and confessed
‘I’m raw and I’m rough!’ In truth it was virtually the
same set as last year with Life Goes On
(dedicated to her late husband), I Wanna Know
and In The Basement amongst those repeated.
But the sheer energy and sassiness of this
septuagenarian takes the breath away and has
you open-mouthed in disbelief.

© Paul Harris

Then it was time for the man
who was responsible for
many making the journey to
this year’s festival, Bishop
Joe Simon. Even before the
festival started it was known
that he would be singing
gospel but there was still
constant speculation about
whether he would sing any of
his secular material. As the
musicians on stage reduced
to five with Austin DeLone
and Mike Rinta seated at the keyboards, the
Avenue D Boys’ Choir, a group of twenty-four
boys from disadvantaged backgrounds whose
ages at a guess ranged between eight and
eighteen, spread themselves across the stage
whilst their musical director stood amongst the
audience seated on the ground in front.

Sunday essentially was a partial return to the end
of term affair whereby each artist who has
appeared over the previous two days of the
festival makes a short appearance. The Austin
DeLone All Star R&B Band started with One
Mint Julep,
© Paul Harris

Caroline DeLone followed and then MC Rick
Hutton demanded his five minutes of fame with
Mustang Sally, which would have been one
hundred per cent excruciating but for the fact that,
judging by his facial expressions and stage
movements, it had to be a piece of self-mockery –
didn’t it?

© Paul Harris

The Bishop, dressed in a black cassock with red
rd
trimmings, joined them for the 23 Psalm and
Amazing Grace. The choir swayed, waved arms,
turned and changed places.
And if the
choreography was not well-oiled in spite of
rehearsals, it retained the charm of earnest
youthful endeavour. Meanwhile the Bishop, still
thankfully in good voice, smoothly patrolled the
stage in front of them, as if on roller blades. The
only part of his secular career he touched was A
Teenager’s Prayer and My Special Prayer, the
latter which he sang at the request of promoter
Graziano Uliani and whose words he had adapted
to suit his new vocation. He ended with his own
song Lay My Burden Down and the audience,
whether in sympathy with his religious views or
not, made it clear that they thought his
appearance was very worthwhile.

© Paul Harris

Opposing views were held by some of this year’s
attendees about which night’s performance by
Henry Butler was the better. Certainly the first
number, a solo instrumental, showed how
important the Austin DeLone Band was to him, but

Austin DeLone and Charlie Wood got one song
each, the latter’s being the popular Rufus Thomas
Is Back In Town. This time Bishop Joe Simon
had the Avenue D Boys’ Choir lined up in front of
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the stage as he patrolled it behind them on a
repeat of Lay My Burden Down. In time-honoured
Rufus Thomas fashion, Henry Butler greeted the
audience with ‘Hello Porretta’ in his deep voice.
After his two numbers he remained on stage for
Otis Redding III for Hard To Handle and Dreams
To Remember.

As the band and backing singers warmed up,
there was some apprehension as to what sort of
atmosphere would obtain. However once Chaka
Khan came on stage, casually dressed in flowing
black top and sequined jeans, to begin with I Feel
For You, there was never any hint that the barrier
request came from her and all that nonsense was
soon forgotten.
© Paul Harris

This was her touring band and a very slick unit to
boot. The decibels were increased (too much for
some) and Chaka displayed her charms. Stay
followed Ain’t Nobody, and Hollywood followed
What Cha’ Gonna Do For Me. The audience
loved her and she was enjoying it, blowing kisses
to them and saying ‘Te amo’. She sang two
songs from her 2008 Grammy Award CD, Funk
This, one of which, Angel, a catchy ballad she
recalled writing during her ‘fuzzy period’.

© Paul Harris

Finally the effervescent Sugar Pie Desanto
kicked off her shoes for some outrageous dancing
on Matter Of Time, a song with an insistent soul
groove. And In The Basement saw her grabbing a
young man up on stage to dance with. He must
have known what was about to happen as he kept
backing away, so another member of the
audience was chosen who was not afraid when
she jumped up and wrapped her legs around his
waist. As the mayhem continued, Austin DeLone
stood up on his keyboard as he played and Sugar
exhorted the horn section into some wild solos
with the words ‘Let’s rock this motherfucker’. It
was amazing the impact she made in her twelve
minutes on stage. But she is also very savvy, as
when she came back to pick up her shoes, she
reminded the audience that she had some CDs to
sell.

Most of her best stuff may come from the ’70s
when she was with Rufus but no matter. Tell Me
Something Good was typical of that period and
the slowie, Sweet Thing, on which the backing
singers were able to demonstrate how good they
were individually, have both stood the test of time.
The show, and it was a good show they put on,
ended with Chaka’s first solo hit I’m Every Woman
and everyone up on their feet.
And so the festival came to an end. Reflecting
later, some of the English speakers felt that they
had been too gentle in their questioning of Bishop
Joe Simon at Sunday’s press conference about
his refusal to sing the songs that made him
famous. He now regards his secular material as
the time he was serving Satan and refuses to sing
those songs. And if that may seem illogical to
fans of Al Green, it is his belief and one I suppose
he has a right to hold. A more significant and
important post-festival observation was what a
superb band the Austin DeLone All Star R&B
Band was and how important they had been to the
singers they had backed and ultimately the
success of the festival. I hope they will be back.

Then all the artists returned for Let The Good
Times Roll with Sugar and Mable John taking the
radio mics. Sugar (mischievously?) offered her
mic to Bishop Joe to take his turn on the song. At
first he refused but when he did take it he began
singing ‘Glory glory hallelujah’.
This was
somewhat confusing for everyone but Mable John
rescued the situation and responded in turn to his
words. It was all a bit of a hotchpotch of
sentimentality really.
There was quite a break before the next act as
free-standing railings were placed in front of the
stage.
This immediately caused howls and
whistles of complaint as they would have blocked
the vision of those seated on the ground behind,
causing them to stand up and have a ripple effect
on those seated on the banking behind.
Fortunately, after some discussion, common
sense prevailed and as they were being withdrawn
Rick Hutton called the situation correctly by
announcing ‘Non c’è besogno a Porretta’.

Thanks to Paul Harris for the photos.
Dave Carroll
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‘Blues In The Night’

The last place we visited that week was:
GEISHA, 75 Charing Cross Rd. WC2H 0NE.
Bathed in soft pink light and neon bright,
Practically empty the night I was there –
Monday night, so little atmosphere but that
was more than made up for, by this being the
best venue for hearing Corliss and her full
band. Did they wow me and my friend Matt,
by blowing up a great blues storm? They
really did. Best to go with a group of friends
to have a brilliant night, plenty of room to
dance. Entrance Free.

The dark sultry, sexy, and sound of the
bombshell Corliss Randall, going off and
blowing up a blues storm is not to be missed.
So friends and I have taken the opportunity
to see her in different locations around night
time London town.
Coming back from a jazz on a paddle boat
trip on the Thames on a not too cold but
clear beautiful Friday night, we dropped in to
catch her last set at a pub called NANCY’S,
(No. 1 Warwick House St. SE1 5AT) just off
Trafalgar Square. A friendly pub atmosphere
and Corliss backed by keyboard and sax.
We danced and thought it just the place to
drop in on the way home for a nightcap to
round off an evening’s pleasure or to start off
a late night’s fun. Free Entrance.
‘JAZZ AFTER DARK’, 9 Greek St. W1V 5LE,
Wednesdays’- £5-00 on the door.
The
ambiance brilliant, the sound very good, this
louche Soho haunt with a bohemian
atmosphere, pleased my friends so much I
missed my last tube home! Corliss plus a
small backing group provided a feel good
factor that dominated the bar that night. Not
much room but Carole, the ‘Queen of Dance’
and I did have a jive.

Double check with Corliss’s web site that
these dates stay the same-every month.
Finally Corliss and the Geoff Castle band
are doing a charity gig at, ‘Pizza on The
Park’, 11 Knightsbridge, SW1 28th Feb. 2009
- £20-00 a head – Start 2030 hours.

Later Gators

Tony Annis
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The Buzz

(Passchendaele), setting out with his 'C'
company for the German lines, on route just
a mile out the sight of a 'Tommy' begging to
be shot, he was quoted as saying "seared
into his mind” for the nine decades that
followed. Thirty-seven days after that
incident, a shell exploded over his head,
injuring him and killing, as he found out in
hospital, the rest of his gun crew. Thus 22nd
September became for Harry Patch his own
private remembrance day.

Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods'
round up of gigs where you
really need to show your face.

I feel I must, before I wrap it up for this issue,
mention a couple of brave, long lived men
who have passed during the period which
Tales From The Woods magazine has been
away.

At the time of writing two old soldiers from
the First World War remain alive - one in the
United States and the other in Canada.

We belong at the senior end of the Woodies
who would have had fathers that fought in
the Second World War, at the younger end
of the loyal Woodie subscribers no doubt you
have grandfathers who did likewise. Over the
past months the two remaining voices who
witnessed first hand the indescribable
slaughter that was the First World War have
passed on. I refer of course to the former
Royal Navy Air Service veteran Henry
Allingham who flew what appears to us flimsy
first generation aircraft during the Great War.
At 114 he was the world’s oldest living man,
and a week later his death was followed by
that of private Harry Patch aged 111, whom I
would have dearly liked to have met to shake
his hand. Harry’s views on this senseless
slaughter were, to say the least,
controversial; up to his final years he
dismissed the 11th November ceremonies as
"show business" and eschewed membership
of the British Legion until it is said, bribed by
a bottle of whisky, and he never spoke of the
war throughout the half-century of his first
marriage.









Maggie Warwick (left) from Shreveport, who
wrote the song "Reconsider Me", and has
been involved in the music business forever,
receiving her Lifetime Music Business award
in New Orleans from Jan Ramsey, the owner
of Off Beat magazine.

This former Duke of Cornwall light
infantryman, plumber, sometime amateur
geologist, pig keeper and hater of war was
conscripted in October 1916.On 16th August
1917 he joined the Third Battle of Ypres

Harold Battiste, Jr. with Off Beat publisher
Jan Ramsey and jazz patriarch Ellis Marsalis,
who also gave tribute to Harold by thanking
him for his support over 40 years.
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NEW YEAR'S EVE:
Thu 31 December

CHAS & HIS BAND +
BETEND
100 CLUB
100 Oxford Street,
London W1D 1LL
7:30pm-12 midnight

The 27th Annual Rockers
Reunion Winter Party

The best New Year's Eve Beano ever
with Chas Hodges (formerly half of Chas
& Dave) and his great new band.

Rivermead Leisure Complex, Richfield
Avenue, Reading
Saturday 23rd January 2010
from 5pm to 1am

Borough Green Rock'n'Roll Club

featuring
Texan rock 'n' roller GENE SUMMERS
those Welsh Wildmen CRAZY CAVAN
AND THE RHYTHM ROCKERS
THE JETS
the irrepressible JOHNNIE FOX
PORKY'S HOT ROCKIN'
THE LONESOME VALLEY BOYS

A well attended venue so get there early.
Live band and resident DJ. Rock-AVarious . Hosted well by Richard and Val.
A good dance floor and friendly club
members of all sorts. No bar so bring
your own (an off licence and chippy just
up the road.) Handy for rail and
motorway. A crowded dance floor at
times but a really good atmosphere.

Tickets for the Rockers Reunion are now
on sale at £23 in advance or £26 if
purchased on the day of the event.

Borough Green Rock'n'Roll Club Village
Hall, Borough Green, Kent. Fridays
Monthly and more. 8pm

Ian Wallis, 111 Worlds End Lane, Orpington, Kent
BR6 6AW or telephone 01689 860980

Phone: Val and Richard 01732 887033
email: valmiles@btopenworld.com









All Saints Art Centre
next to AllSaints Church
122 Oakleigh Road North, Whetstone,
London N20 9EZ
½ mile from Totteridge and Whetstone tube

Saturday 19th December
The Cadillac Kings
Saturday 13 February 2010
The Revolutionaires

“You’re not dating my daughter until you
get rid of that Elvis Presley haircut!”







For further information on SwampRock
events call Carole Lateman 07957 344724
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